Cost Effective Self-Tuning Cloud Application With Multiple Cores
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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing provides large pool of shared computing resources. This new computing paradigm enables large concurrent applications that need access to computing resources on demand. The partitions of the workloads of these concurrent applications are executed by the compute nodes in the cloud. Historically, the application designers target their applications for specific hardware and environments. However, such applications need to have different design with cloud computing which enables different platforms. Self-tuning is essential for concurrent applications in cloud platforms. It is very challenging problem to design such self-tuning applications that can split workload and achieve high cost efficiency in cloud. Many researchers contributed towards self-tuning cloud applications. Of late Rajan and Thain proposed a methodology that enables adaptive self-tuning split-map-merge applications to have cost-effective processing. the optimization will reduce system overhead. However, it could be improved further with the division of workload with the intention of using multiple cores for execution. The proposed system focuses on building application that is capable of self-modelling and self-tuning besides having ability to divide workload in order to utilize multiple cores for execution. A new algorithm is proposed in order to estimate the need for workload divisions and the number of cores for the execution. The proposed algorithm will be more cost-efficient and a prototype is built to demonstrate the cost-effective.
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INTRODUCTION:
Applications that are data-intensive need to divide workload in order to have better execution of jobs. Such applications can be run with proper access to infrastructure and provision for dynamic resource allocation at runtime. The environment to achieve this was there earlier in the form of proprietary or private setups. With the emergence of cloud computing, now it is possible to use publicly available computing resources to run such applications. Especially, this paper throws light on the elastic applications whose workload differs from time to time. When the workload is different, it needs resources differently. Allocating resources using resource reservation approach can cause wastage of resources. At the same time when resources are not provisioned, jobs cannot be completed in the given deadline. Many researchers investigated with problem as found in [1], [8], [11], and [14]. In the literature, it is found that there are many issues with resource allocations for data-intensive applications. The dynamic nature of elastic applications is major issue. Allocation of resources in the presence of workload heterogeneity and multiple cores availability is the main focus of this paper. The following are the contributions of this paper.

1. A framework is proposed to have dynamic resource applications in the presence of data-intensive elastic applications that exhibit workload heterogeneity. The framework is based on the Cloudsim which is widely used for cloud simulations.
2. We proposed an algorithm named Adaptive Workload Division based Resource Allocation (AWDRA) which has an iterative approach to examine workloads and divide them into partitions. Then it analyzes resource availability and resource estimation to make strategic decisions in the presence of multiple cores.
3. A prototype application is built using Cloudsim API and Java programming language with Graphical User Interface (GUI) to demonstrate proof of the concept.

The paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 reviews literature on the resource provisioning of data-intensive applications in the cloud environments. Section 3 presents the proposed framework and the underlying algorithm for resource allocation. Section 4 presents experimental results and prototype implementation. Section 5 concludes the paper and provides possible future scope of the research.

RELATED WORK:
This section provides review of literature on resource provisioning in data intensive applications that run in distributed environments. Dynamic provisioning of resources to multi-tier applications is studied in [1]. With respect to e-Commerce systems, provisioning of servers based on the need for e-commerce application is focused in [2]. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) is considered in [3] for dynamic provisioning of cloud databases in consumer-centric approach. With respect to multi-tenant systems, elastic resource scaling is the study made in [4]. Dynamic provisioning with an analytical model based on the regression analysis is made in [5]. It was to improve performance of multi-tier applications. In the utility based computing, where commodity commuters are used in cloud computing, virtualized resources are provisioned with adaptive controlling [6]. With respect to scientific workflows, resource provisioning options are explored in [7]. Scientific applications that run in distributed environments are explored in [8] to have high performance computing with market based resource allocation. The tradeoffs between cost and wait time with client side provision is studied in [9] for elastic clouds. Resource provision to enable high performance cloud computing in the presence of scientific applications is focused on [10]. In cloud computing environment, flexible provisioning of required resources with optimization is performed in [11]. Adaptive resource provisioning with constraints on budget is made in [12]. Resource provisioning with the help of
workflow partitioning is made in [13] for better performance. Parallel partitioning with distributed workflow execution provision is studied in [14] while optimization and re-optimization with parallel computing is explored in [15]. Similar kind of work is made in [16]. Data-intensive applications with time and cost awareness for resource allocations and optimizations are focused in [17] while the deployment of computations with orchestration is studied in [18]. The existing literature showed that there is need for adaptive nature of data-intensive applications to have resource provisioning automatically based on the size of workload. In this paper, we proposed a framework to achieve this.

PROPOSED SYSTEM:
This section provides the proposed framework that is used to have resource provisioning dynamically to elastic applications that exhibit workload heterogeneity. The framework is as shown in Figure 1. The framework is based on the programming model described here. The programming model is Map Reduce model that is split-map-merge. With respect to elastic applications this kind of programming is used and the concept is based on the Equations given below.

\[
\text{Workload:} (N) \rightarrow O \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{Split}(N,k): N \rightarrow \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_k \} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{Map}(k): f(s_i) \rightarrow O_1 \text{for} \ i=1,2,\ldots,k \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{Merge}(k): \{O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_k\} \rightarrow O \quad (4)
\]

The Map Reduce programming model has map and reduce phases. The Map phase takes care of processing given key-value pairs and produce intermediate output. Then the reduce phase works on the outcomes of map phase. However, in this paper, the focus is on resource provisioning to elastic applications in the presence of workload heterogeneity and multiple cores availability. The Map Reduce model with essential changes is shown in Figure.

**Figure 1:** Shows Map Reduce where underlying framework needs optimization in resource allocation

As shown in Figure 1, it is evident that the data-intensive applications need to have distributed programming approach such as Map Reduce. It also needs to take care of resource allocation dynamically for elastic applications. The workload of the applications need different amount of resources. This is crucial as the jobs in the workload to be completed are to be processed as per the deadline expectations. We proposed an algorithm to have dynamic resource allocation with adaptive workload division in the presence of workload heterogeneity and availability of multiple cores.

**Adaptive Workload Division based Resource Allocation Algorithm**

An algorithm named adaptive workload division based resource allocation is proposed and implemented. This algorithm exploits the workload of elastic applications in order to have better resource allocations in the presence of multiple cores. It is adaptive in nature as it continuously monitors workloads and based on the workload size, partitioning and determination of resource availability and estimation of the resources needed besides allocation of resources optimally. Thus the resource allocation in the case of elastic applications is optimized and made cost effective.

**Algorithm 1:** Adaptive workload division based resource allocation

The algorithm takes workload as input and partitions it. Then it estimates the resources needed to complete the given job. If the resources are available sufficiently, it submits job to resources. If not the resources are requested or the existing partitions are subjected to merge in order to have proper resource allocations. The process is iterative in nature and adapts to the runtime workload dynamics of elastic applications.

**Algorithm:** Adaptive Workload Division based Resource Allocation Algorithm

**Input:** Work Load of Elastic Application  
**Output:** Resource Allocation

**Process:**

1. **Partition the input workload**
2. **Determine allocation of resources for job**
3. **if resources are available**
4. **Submit the job to resources**
5. **Else if resources are not available**
6. **Find and allocate the resources**
7. **Calculate measurements**
8. **if partition size is big to continue step1**
9. **Merge the partitions**
10. **Return Allocation**

**IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS**

The proposed system is implemented with Cloudsim framework. Cloudsim is the special simulator to develop applications that simulate cloud applications and cloud based research contributions. It has provision for simulating data centres, host machines, virtual machines and various algorithms that can be used for scheduling and load balancing. In this paper we evaluated the proposed system using Cloudsim to know how it is cost effective in presence of heterogeneous workloads and the availability of multiple cores with respect to resource allocation.

**Cloudsim Architecture**

Cloudsim framework has three layers. Each layer has its own features and functionalities. The bottom most layer is the Cloudsim core simulation engine. The middle layer is the layer which provides cloud resources, cloud services, VM services, and user interface structures and so on as part of Cloudsim. The top most layer is the place where user applications run. User code runs in this layer.

As presented in Figure 2, the Cloudsim architecture provides various components that are reused in the applications. User applications make use of Cloudsim API in order to demonstrate proof of the concept related to resource provisioning which is adaptive nature in the presence of heterogeneity or workloads and availability of multi-cores.
Figure 2: Overview of Cloudsim architecture
Though Cloudsim has no provision for Graphical User Interface (GUI), we built GUI for making the application intuitive. Once dataset related to workload is provided to the system, it performance its functionality on the given workload in order to optimize resource allocation. It employs the proposed algorithm in order to achieve this. The GUI application that helps in loading datasets and analyzing how it works with resource allocation in cost-effective fashion is built as prototype application.

Once the workload is provided to the application, it will analyze it with different requirements of jobs and then the algorithm makes use of the details to have adaptive workload division, resource analysis or estimation and then resource allocation.

Figure 3: Prototype showing workload
The algorithm simulates the proposed system using Cloudsim API and returns the results of the experiments. Figure 3 shows experimental results.

RESULTS:

Figure 4: An excerpt from the results showing cost-effective resource allocation
The jobs are completed as per the configurations provided in the workload file. However, the proposed algorithm has its impact on the functioning of the simulator in division of workload and provides resource analysis besides resource allocation. The results show different cloud sets used in the execution. It also provides details of the IDs of data centres used, IDs of virtual machines, time, start time, end time and the cost. The cost and time analysis are made and the results are presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 5: Time estimation details for different jobs (cloudlets)
Each cloudlet is nothing but a job which needs resource allocation and the time to complete the job. The horizontal axis presents cloudlet id while the vertical axis is representing the time in milliseconds. The results revealed that different jobs involved in the execution simultaneously and they took time according to the workload. In the same fashion, cost of the jobs is estimated and shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Cost analysis
As presented in Figure 6, it is evident that the proposed system is able to analyze cost and make well informed decisions to have resource allocation optimized. The results show the cloud let ids in the horizontal axis and the vertical axis shows cost estimated. Based on that the algorithm makes resource provisioning and ensure that the proposed system is cost effective in presence of workload heterogeneity and multiple cores. The research carried out in this paper showed that workload analysis, job allocation, resource allocation, utility of cloud data centres, usage of virtual machines with different capacities can be analyzed to have complete understanding of the dynamics of the solution provided.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, elastic applications has been studied and the need for dynamic resource allocation in presence of workload heterogeneity and multiple cores. It is understood that resource allocation has to be made based on the jobs and the workload they carry. An algorithm has been proposed by name adaptive workload division based resource allocation. It has an iterative process in which workload is analyzed and partitioned. Then the job of partitioning is adaptive in nature based on the resource availability and resource estimation to complete given job. The resource availability and the estimation of resources needed by the current job helps the algorithm to make well informed decisions on the provisioning of resources and complete jobs as expected. Besides the algorithm has cost estimation and the resources are provisioned in cost-effective manner. The solution is based on Cloudsim framework. A prototype application is built to demonstrate proof of the concept. The experimental results revealed the usefulness of the application. In future we intend to explore resource allocation with respect to big data streaming applications.
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